
Reading

Task one- Listen to and read 
along with The Explorer. 

You will need a pen and paper 
ready as there will be some 
reading tasks for you to 
complete throughout the 
story.  

Are you ready… 



1. What do you think Abacaxi might mean? Pause the 

video and write this into your reflection book/reading 

journal. 

2. What do you predict might happen in this chapter?

write this into your reflection book/reading journal. 

3. Press play







Task time: Pause the video

You have just listened to page 103, 104 and 105 can you answer the following 
questions in your reflection book/reading journals. 

1.) What might the word barrelling mean? 

2.) What does it mean if there is a – in the speech? 

3.) Why is Lila so angry? Have we seen her this angry in the story before, if so, 
can you think back to when? 

Press play and move onto the next slide! ☺





Task time: Pause the video

Once you have read p107, draw a picture of the two pages you 

have in your reflection journal. From the description can you 

place all the characters and setting perfectly? 

Top teacher tip –

Remember to skim and scan the text and try and place the 

characters and setting exactly as it is described! We can’t wait 

to see it!  After you have completed this task, press play! 





Task time: Pause the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRobl1MuvBM#action=share

The baby sloth has made a mewling sound, this is sound many of 

you have never heard. Here is a video to show you what that 

sound is like! Be prepared, this video is very cute!  

Press play! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRobl1MuvBM




Task time: press pause! 

In your reflection book/reading journals 
can you: 

1.) Write at least two questions you have 
about the next chapter or the rest of the 
story? 

2.) Write one theory ( idea) of what you 
think might happen and explain why? 

3.) Choose one thing you think has been 
important/ the key event or thing in this 
chapter and draw a picture of it. Label 
your picture with why you have chosen it. 

Press play! 

Once you have completed this, go to the 
next slide for today’s writing task. ☺



WRITING TASK 

Today, you are going to imagine that you’re stranded in a faraway place, just 
like the children in The Explorer!  You can choose any type of area that 
would be difficult to survive in… a desert, the artic or rainforest. 
Write a postcard describing what it is like and how you feel. Think about 
how the characters and felt throughout the book and what they have done 
to help you. There is a template on the following slide, but we would love it 
you could do it on plain paper as it would be fantastic work to add to our 
class displays! In your writing you could talk about:
Eating awful food (or bugs!)
How you have built your shelter or have you found one?
Who are you with?
How did you end up there?
How do you feel?
What is the weather like? 
What can you see and hear around you?

Once you have completed the writing you can even create the stamp on the 
back. Then, your task is to draw the front picture on your postcard of your 
location with the name above. Here are some postcards examples (but these 
aren’t from difficult to survive locations!)



EXAMPLES OF POSTCARDS



POSTCARD TEMPLATE 


